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Have you visited The 606? Ever wondered what happens in the old factory buildings along 
its path? 

Before The 606 became the linear park of today, it was an industrial railway that served 
the shipping needs of factory tenants like Schwinn Bikes, Ludwig Drums and Lincoln Logs. 
Over time, manufacturing moved away, train service ended and the physical connection 
between these factories and the railroad was broken. Many of these buildings still exist 
today and have found new uses, such as the Kimball Art Center, a space filled with 
creative types and small business owners. In light of these new uses, we think it’s time to 
reconnect to The 606.

Our proposal, 606+ takes a glow growth approach, unfolding in 3 Acts. Through arts-
focused neighborhood engagement, placemaking and programming, 606+ presents a 
framework that allows plans and ideas to emerge naturally and to evolve with the 
neighborhood over time.Ward 26
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Have you visited The 606?  Ever wondered what happens in the old factory buildings 
along its path?
 
Before the 606 became the linear park of today, it was an elevated railroad serving an 
industrial corridor.  Schwinn Bikes, Ludwig Drums, and Lincoln Logs built factories here 
for close access to the rail transport. Over time, manufacturing moved away, train 
service ended, and the connection between these factories and the railroad was broken.  
Today, the old factories have new uses.  We share one of these buildings, now called 
the Kimball Arts Center, with a community of artists, designers, and small business 
owners. When the railroad became The 606, old tracks and weeds were replaced with 
pathways and trees and it filled up with people.  It’s time to reconnect to The 606.

606+ is a proposal for reconnecting the Kimball Arts Center and The 606.  Through 
arts-focused neighborhood engagement, place-making, and programming, 606+ 
presents a framework for how this could unfold in 3 Acts, over time.
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Act 1.  606+ ArtsFest

In the spirit of a Chicago-style street fest, this once-desolate section 
of Bloomingdale Ave is transformed into a weekend-long celebration 
of arts, culture, and food.

Act 2.  Bloomingdale Gallery

New gallery spaces and a cafe are integrated into the existing 
building, creating a social hub for neighborhood residents and 
providing amenities for users of The 606.  A new canopy, 
spanning over Bloomingdale Ave, defines an exhibition space 
for rotating art installations.

Act 3.  Kimball Theater

A stage, viewable from two distinct seating areas, is integrated into 
the existing building. The first seating area, carved from the the 
existing embankment walls, can be directly accessed from The 
606.  The second seating area, located within the existing building, 
provides a year-round performance venue.
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